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Journal of Song-Yuan Studies 44 (2014)

Z h e n g  Q i a o  ( 1 1 0 4 – 1 1 6 2 ) , 

t h e  ‘J i a o c h o u  l ü e ’ 

( T r e a t i s e  o n  C o l l a t i o n ) ,  a n d 

t h e  R e t r i e v a l  o f  L o s t  B o o k s

Maddalena Barenghi  L U D W I G - M A X I M I L I A N S - U N I V E R S I T Ä T 
M Ü N C H E N

  The official dynastic histories offer scant information on the life and 
career of Zheng Qiao. The main source is the Jiaji yigao 夾漈遺稿 (Remain-
ing Drafts of Mr. Jiaji), a brief collection of poems and epistolary writings 
dating roughly between 1140 and 1158, the year he gained an official position. 
The missives contained within it are of some interest as proof of his personal 
involvement in the retrieval of lost books under the patronage of Gaozong 高
宗 (r. 1127–1162) through the 1130s and 1140s. Moved by the idea that the efforts 
of the Song rulers in retrieving and keeping track of lost items had brought 
unfavorable outcomes, Zheng Qiao lists his achievements in the field of 
bibliography and offers his personal investigations.1 All the works mentioned 

 1. Zheng Qiao, Xian Huangdi shu 獻皇帝書 (Letter Offered to the Emperor), Jiaji yigao, 
Congshu jicheng chubian 叢書集成初編  (The Complete Collection of Collectanea: First 
Series) (Shanghai: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1935): 11–12. Zheng Qiao also writes missives to the 
Prime Minister (Shang Zaixiang shu 上宰相書), to the Board of Rites in 1141 (Ji fang Libu shu 
寄方禮部書), to the Secretary of the Bureau of Military Affairs (Yu Jing Wei xiong touyu wenshu 
mishu 與景韋兄投宇文樞密書) and other high officials. The present edition of the Jiaji yigao 
lacks both of the preface and the post-face, thus we do not have any information about the date 
of publication and editors. On the Jiaji yigao see Yves Hevrouet (ed.), A Sung Bibliography 
(Hong Kong: Chinese U.P., 1978): 415–416. There is very little information on Zheng Qiao’s 
life and I will limit myself at mentioning those details that are relevant to the present research 
and the redaction of the Jiaochou lüe, without repeating what is available elsewhere; the few 
studies that either deal substantially with or at least consider his biography are: Thomas H.C. 
Lee, “History, Erudition and Good Government: Cheng Ch’iao and Encyclopedic Historical 
Thinking”. In The New and the Multiple: Sung Senses of the Past. Hong Kong: The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, 2004; Albert B. Mann, “Cheng Ch’iao: An Essay in Re-evaluation”. In 
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in the epistolary writings were lost soon after the Song period, and it was this 
early material that possibly provided the basis for the redaction of the treatises 
(lüe 略), the twenty topical sections that constitute the most original part of 
the Tongzhi 通志 (Comprehensive Record).2 
 Although transmitted to us as an integral part of the Tongzhi, the treatises 
were published separately in several editions at least until the Ming period 
明 (1368–1644).3 Four monographs concern bibliographical topics: the Yiwen 
lüe 藝文略 (Treatise on Literature), the Tupu lüe 圖譜略 (Treatise on Maps 
and Tables), the Jinshi lüe 金石略 (Treatise on Stone and Bronze Inscrip-
tions), and the Jiaochou lüe.4 Among them, the bibliographical catalogue, 
the Yiwen lüe, is probably the most renowned and widely studied.5 Each 

Transition and Permanence: Chinese History and Culture: A Festschrift in Honor of Dr. Hsiao 
Kung-ch'üan (Hong Kong: Cathay, 1972): 23–57; Qian Yaxin 錢亞新 (1903–1990). Zheng Qiao 
Jiaochou lüe yanjiu 鄭樵校讎略研究 (Study of the Jiaochou lüe of Zheng Qiao). Shanghai: 
Shangwu yinshuguan, 1948.
 2. Zheng Qiao never participated in civil examinations and the submission of a manuscript 
of the Tongzhi was possibly a mean of seeking patronage from the court. After submitting the 
manuscript he obtained an official position, a minor post as compiler in the Bureau of Military 
Affairs (shumi yuan bianxiuguan 樞密院編修官), junior compiler, rank 8a, see Charles O. 
Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1985): 381–382. Tuo Tuo 脫脫 (1314–1355), Songshi 宋史 (History of the Song) (Beijing: Zhonghua 
shuju, 1977): 36: 12944.
 3. Wang Yinglin mentions the Shaoxing Tongzhi ershi lüe 紹興通志二十略 (The Twenty 
Treatises of the Comprehensive History [Written in the] Shaoxing Era). The fact that differ-
ent editions of the twenty Treatises of the Tongzhi were circulating would indicate that the lüe 
were more popular than the Tongzhi. Liu Xun 劉壎 (1240–1319) in his Yinju tongyi 隱居通議 
(General Discussion from the Reclusion) mentions a Xinghua Old Edition (xinghua jiu kan 
ben 興化舊刊本). According to him, during the Yuan period it was easier to find the edition 
of the twenty Treatises, rather than the edition of the Tongzhi. According to Xu Youfu, three 
other editions were circulating, at least until the Ming period. Xu Youfu 徐有富, Zheng Qiao 
ping zhuan 鄭樵評傳 (Biography of Zheng Qiao) (Nanjing: Nanjing daxue chuban she, 1998), 
311–315.
 4. The twenty topics roughly follow the Tongdian 通典 (General Documents) of Du You 
杜佑 (735–812), although Zheng Qiao further splits the eight topics of the Tongdian into twenty 
sections: shizu 氏族 (clans), liushu 六書 (six arts), qiyin 七音 (seven tones), tianwen 天文 
(astronomy), dili 地理 (geography), douyi 都邑 (capitals), li 禮 (ritual), shi 諡 (posthumous 
titles), qifu 器服  (equipment and robes), yue 樂 (music), zhiguan 職官 (bureaucracy), xuanju 
選舉 (examination), xingfa 刑法 (law), shihuo 食貨 (food and goods), yiwen 藝文 (literature), 
jiaochou 校讎 (collation studies), tupu 圖譜 (maps and tables), jinshi 金石 (stone and bronze 
inscriptions), zaixiang 災祥 (omens), caomu kunchong 草木昆蟲 (plants and insects).
 5. The Yiwen lüe extends to the end of the Northern Song period (960–1127), and was a revised 
version of his Qunshu huiji 群書會記 (Essential Record of All Books) and Qiushuque ji 求書
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monograph comes with an introduction aimed at providing practical tips for 
bibliographical inquiries rather than a standardized general explanation of 
the official histories. 
 This article focuses mainly on the Jiaochou lüe, a monograph that is possibly 
a condensed abridgment of the early, but now lost, Jiaochou bei lun 校讎備

論 (Preparatory Discussion on Collation). It consists of a general discussion 
divided into topical sections, mostly composed of random and brief notes, on 
both the methods for the retrieval of lost items and the system of classification. 
It is plausible to think that the different sections of the work originally served 
different purposes. By analyzing its contents, in what follows I wish to inves-
tigate the contribution of Zheng Qiao in the context of the reconstruction of 
the private and imperial collections promoted by the Song court in the 1140s. 
Following the Jin invasion, the remains of the imperial holdings were moved 
to the south, and in 1132 the imperial libraries were rebuilt in Lin’an 臨安 
(Hangzhou). Through the 1130s and 1140s, Gaozong promoted campaigns for 
the retrieval of lost items and the revival of study traditions of the Northern 
Song period. Zheng Qiao was mostly concerned with the matter of redacting 
search lists appropriate for that purpose, particularly given the inadequacy of 
the Chongwen zongmu 重文總目 (Bibliographic Catalogue [of the Library] 
in Honor of Literature). A revised version of the general catalogue redacted 
in the early 1040s was published and used by the court as a search list for the 
retrieval and acquisition of lost books. Contrary to the general assumptions, 
Zheng Qiao’s criticism of the deficiencies of the catalogue is linked to its 
function in the attempts to collect items rather than a disquisition on general 
principles of librarianship.
 Despite the popularity of the treatises among the literati circles, at an official 
level the contribution of Zheng Qiao would remain almost neglected until 
the second half of the eighteenth century, when the Siku editors would almost 
unanimously condemn his work as unscholarly. This attitude subsequently 
led to an almost complete disregard of his scholarship by the Qing scholars. 
The main and almost only source of criticism is the Jiaochou tongyi 校讎

通義 (Comprehensive Meaning of Collation) of Zhang Xuecheng 章學誠 
(1783–1801), a general treatise on bibliography included in his Wenshi tongyi 
jiaozhu 文史通義 (Comprehensive Meaning of Literature and History).6

闕記 (Record of the Search for Missing Books), both lost, which he submitted to the Emperor 
in 1149 (see Piet van der Loon, Taoists Books in the Libraries of the Song period, 15).
 6. The republican era saw a revival of studies of Zheng Qiao’s scholarship, in particular 
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Redaction and Scope of the Jiaochou lüe

Since the outset of the dynasty, the Song court committed itself to periodical 
reorganizations of the Imperial Library. On these occasions, general biblio-
graphical catalogues were redacted with the purpose of checking the imperial 
holdings and documenting the losses, and these lists of books were furthermore 
diffused through the provinces of the empire to facilitate the retrieval and 
acquisition of the lost items. A general catalogue was redacted in 984 under 
the commission of Taizong 太宗 (r. 976–997) to check the library holdings 
against the early eighth-century Tang general catalogues.7 
 Despite the efforts of Taizong, a great many items were still missing at the 
beginning of the reign of Zhenzong 真宗 (r. 997–1022). In 1001, the emperor 
issued a decree for a search of lost books. In the following year, another decree 
ordered that books stored in the Longtu ge 龍圖閣 (Dragon Diagram Hall) 
and the Taiqing lou 太清樓 (Building of Great Purity) be checked against 
those in the Chongwen yuan 崇文院 (Institute in Honor of Literature). The 
result was the compilation of the Jingde daqinglou sibu shumu 景德大清樓

四部書目 (Catalogue of the Four Sections of the Building of Great Purity 
Redacted in the Jingde Era), redacted roughly around 1005.8 

following Gu Jiegang 顧頡剛 ’s (1893–1980) Zheng Qiao zhuan 鄭樵傳 (Biography of Zheng 
Qiao) and Zheng Qiao zhushu kao 鄭樵著書考 (Study on Zheng Qiao’s Scholarship). For 
obvious reasons Gu was particularly interested in Zheng’s historical and literary writing rather 
than in his bibliographical studies. In a few, very brief study notes, Gu analyzes Zheng Qiao’s 
Commentary to the Erya zhu 爾雅注 (Commentary to the Refined Words) and the Chunqiu 
kao 春秋考  (Study of the Annals of the Spring and Autumn Period). Gu Jiegang 顧頡剛, Gu 
Jiegang dushu biji 顧頡剛讀書筆記 (Notes of Study by Gu Jiegang) (Taibei: Lianjing, 1990). 
I am inclined to believe that, in general, the appraisal of Zheng’s historical scholarship has not 
been supported by an objective inquiry of his problematic work. As for Zheng’s scholarship on 
bibliography, apart from short articles and references in other works, in the thirties and forties 
almost the only monograph published was Qian Yaxin (1903–1990), Zheng Qiao Jiaochou lüe 
yanjiu 鄭樵校讎略研究 (Study on Zheng Qiao’s Jiaochou lüe), in 1948 in Shanghai. Despite 
the inviting title, Qian’s book does not offer any interesting new perspectives on the subject. 
 7. Wang Yinglin 王應麟 (1223–1296) records a Taiping xingguo san guan siku shuji 太平

興國三館四庫書籍 (Books of the Four Repositories and the Three Halls of the Taiping xing-
guo Period), a catalogue redacted roughly around 984, the year when Taizong ordered that its 
holdings be checked against the Kaiyuan siku shumu 開元四庫書目 (Catalogue of the Four 
Repositories Redacted in the Kaiyuan Era); see Wang Yinglin, Yuhai, 52: 30–31/35–36. See also 
Glen Dudbridge, Lost Books of Medieval China, (The Panizzi Lectures, 1999. London: The 
British Library, 2000): 1–19.
 8. Wang Yinglin, Yuhai, 52: 39–40. 
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 In 1015, a fire destroyed most of the imperial libraries, and the books that 
survived the disaster were moved to the Chongwen waiyuan 崇文外院 
(Outer Institute of the Honorable Literature). During the reign of Renzong 
仁宗 (1023–1063), for the reconstruction of the Chongwen yuan, the emperor 
ordered the compilation of a general catalogue, the Chongwen zongmu, 
completed in 1042. As in the case of his predecessor half a century before, the 
court of Renzong looked back to the Tang model. The original version of this 
general catalogue included descriptive notes and was modeled on the Kaiyuan 
Siku mulu 開元四庫目錄 (Catalogue of the Four Sections of the Kaiyuan 
Era), the Tang catalogue redacted in the first half of the eighth century.9 
 The transmitted edition of the Chongwen zongmu is a skeleton version of 
the original and merely lists the titles with the number of juan, omitting all 
descriptive matter and even the names of the authors.10 
 The early transmission of the catalogue was possibly in manuscript editions. 
We know that during the reign of Huizong 徽宗 (r. 1101–1125) the catalogue 
was renamed Bishu zongmu 袐書總目 (General Catalogue of the Impe-
rial Archives), and only under Gaozong was its original title restored. The 
first published edition of the catalogue is dated 1144, and it was purported 

 9. Among the others, the board of compilers included Wang Yaochen 王堯臣 (1001–1056), 
Wang Zhu 王洙 (997–1057) and Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 (1007–1072). For a general introduction on 
the Imperial Libraries at the beginning of the Song period see Johannes Kurz, “The Compilation 
and Publication of the Taiping yulan and Cefu yuangui, Entrême-Orient Entrême-Occident, v.1 
(2007): 41–44, and “The Politics of Collecting Knowledge: Song Taizong’s Compilation Projects”, 
T’oung pao 87 (2001): 289–316. See also John H. Winkelman, “The Imperial Library in Southern 
Sung China 1127–1279. A Study of the Organization and Operation of the Scholarly Agencies 
of the Central Government”, Transaction of the American Philosophic Society Bd. 64, 8 (1974): 
27–32. 
 10. Jiang Yuanqing 蔣元卿, Jiaochou xue shi 校讎學史, 103–104. The extant edition of the 
Chongwen zongmu presents many problems and deserves further critical analysis. The edition 
collected in the Siku quanshu was a copy made by Zhu Yizun 朱彜尊 (1629–1709) in 1700 and 
held by the Tianyi ge 天一閣 library in Ningbo. The Siku editors added several fragments of 
the fuller version collected in the Wenxian tongkao and Yongle dadian, yet they did not correct 
the numerous mistakes. Another edition is the one published in 1799, edited by Qian Tong 
錢侗, his brothers Qian Dongyuan 錢侗垣 and Qian Yi 錢繹, and their sister’s husband Jin 
Xichang 金錫鬯 . The work was included in Jin Xichang’s Hanyu zhai congshu 汗筠齋叢書. 
This edition is more complete than the Siku edition, yet the mistakes and misplacements are 
many (see Piet Van der Loon, Taoist Books in the Libraries of the Sung Period (London: Ithaca 
Press, 1984): 3–4. The Guoxue jiben congshu edition of the Chongwen zongmu is a reprint of 
the Qian’s family edition. It includes a brief introduction by Qian Tong and a preface written 
by Qian Yi.
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to facilitate the search for the missing items lost during the Jin 金 invasion 
of the 1120s and after the Imperial Library was rebuilt in Lin’an in 1132.11 To 
reconstruct the libraries’ holdings and facilitate the search for missing titles, 
through the 1130s and 1140s the court developed acquisition strategies and 
released several calls for donations throughout the empire. As in the case of 
the early Song collecting efforts of Taizu and Taizong, the search was rather 
selective and was supposed to exert a certain degree of censorship, especially 
on private histories and diaries related to the war with the Jin. One of the main 
goals of the search was to recover the archival records. In fact, the retrieval 
of the veritable records, the court diaries, and all kinds of court chronicles of 
the previous emperors was a prerequisite for the legitimization of the newly 
established Song court in the south.12 The books that the officials were or-
dered to seek out were those listed in the Chongwen zongmu and the Tang 
yiwen zhi 唐藝文志 (Treatise on Literature and Arts of the [Book] of Tang), 
the monograph redacted in 1060 for the Xin Tangshu 新唐書 (New Book of 
Tang). The catalogues mirrored the holdings of the imperial libraries as they 
were in the second half of the eleventh century, a period of relative welfare 
and stability for the Song before the losses caused by the Jin invasion.
 The Song sources present discrepancies in the number of juan of the original 
catalogue,13 and the Siku editors explain these inconsistencies by saying that 
the descriptive notes recorded after each title were removed from the original 

 11. Songshi 202: 5032. According to the account of Chen Kui 陳騤 (1128–1203), the bishu 
sheng was temporarily housed in a building belonging to a certain Sun family 孫氏 and subse-
quently moved to Hangzhou, where it was housed briefly in a building belonging to a certain 
Song family 宋氏, before being established at the Fahui Temple 法惠寺. In 1144 the library 
and the associated scholarly agencies were moved into a building complex designed especially 
for their use. The Nan Song guange lu南宋館閣錄 (Account of the Southern Song National 
Library and Associated Scholarly Agencies of Government) provides an extensive description of 
the building structure. See Nan Song guange lu (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1998), 2: 1–8 and 3: 
1–5. 
 12. On the different strategies of acquisition developed by the court and on the censorship 
see Hilde de Weerdt, “The Discourse of Loss in Song Dynasty Private and Imperial Book Col-
lecting”, in Library Trends 55. 3 (2007): 404–419.
 13. The Lintai gushi and Wang Yinglin’s Yuhai mention an edition in 60 juan (Lintai gushi 
2: 315; Yuhai 1:412); Wang Yinglin also mentions an edition in 66 juan recorded in the Zhongx-
ing zongmu 中興總目 (Catalogue of the Zhongxing era), a descriptive catalogue in 70 juan 
completed in 1178. The catalogue is now lost, but many fragments are preserved in the Yuhai 
(Yuhai 1: 412; Piet Van der Loon, Taoist Books in the Libraries of the Sung Period , London: Ithaca 
Press, 1984,17–18 ).
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descriptive catalogue in 66 juan during a work of revision of the list carried 
out in the early 1140s. As a consequence, the Southern Song bibliographers 
were not able to see the fuller edition of the Chongwen zongmu. 
 Whereas at an official level the Chongwen zongmu seems to have passed 
through several revisions, private scholars and book collectors who possessed 
copies of it were also committed to improving its content. In the early twelfth 
century, two scholars attempted to amend some of the errors in the catalogue: 
Huang Bosi 黃伯思 (1079–1118) in his Dongguan yulun 東館餘論 (Further 
Comments of the Eastern All) and Zheng Qiao.14

 Zheng Qiao in particular is held responsible for the omission of all the 
descriptive matter in the skeleton version that was transmitted. This argument 
is based on a quotation from the Pushuting ji 曝書亭集 (Collection of the 
Pavilion for Drying Books in the Sun) of Zhu Yizun, in which the author 
states that the descriptive notes had been removed from the original integral 
version of the Chongwen zongmu following the objection moved by Zheng 
Qiao that the notes were too long and confusing. In this regard, Yu Jiaxi 余
嘉鍚 mentions two different versions of the facts. First of all, he reports Hang 
Shijun 杭世駿 ’s (1669–1773) words in his Daogu tangji 道古堂集 (Collec-
tion of the Old Temple of the Way), whereby, according to him, an integral 
version with descriptive notes was still extant well after Zheng Qiao, thus at 
least until the end of the Song period, as fragments of it had been preserved 
in Wang Yinglin’s Yuhai and Ma Duanlin’s Wenxian tongkao. Further proof 
that both the original version of the catalogue and the revised one were still 
available at the end of the Song period can be found in the Junzhai dushi zhi. 
The Qu edition of the catalogue (printed in 1249) records a Chonwen zongmu 
in sixty-four juan, whereas the Yuan edition (printed in 1250) records the ver-
sion used as a search list without the descriptive notes in one juan.15 Yu Jiaxi 
thus refutes the argument that the descriptive notes of the Chongwen zongmu 
had been removed because of Zheng’s criticism, believing instead that later 

 14. On Huang Bosi see Ye Changzhi 葉昌熾 (1847–1917), Cangshu jishi shi fu buzheng 藏書

紀事詩附補正 (Biographical Poems on Book Collectors: Annotated and Corrected) (Shanghai: 
Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1989): 32–33; see also Pan Meiyue 潘美月, Songdai cangshujia kao 
宋代藏書家考  (Study on Song Private Collectors) (Taipei: xuehai chuban she, 1980):145–146.
 15. On the Qu and Yuan editions of the Junzhai dushu zhi see note 12. The edition in sixty-
four juan was probably lacking the preface of one juan. See Sun Meng 孫猛 (ed.). Junzhai 
dushu zhi jiaozheng 郡齋讀書志校證 (Study of the Critical Remarks on the Catalogue of the 
Jun Studio) (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, [1990] 2006): 402–403.
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scholars probably have to be held responsible. Yu Jiaxi maintains that the ver-
sion of the facts proposed by Qian Daxin 錢大昕 (1728–1804) is probably the 
most reliable. Qian states that, according to the Xu Song huiyao 續宋會要 
(Continuation of the Essentials of the Song Period), in 1143, the twelfth year of 
the Shaoxing era, those books recorded in the Tang yiwen zhi and Chongwen 
zongmu that had not yet been replaced were marked as “missing” (que 闕). 
As part of the effort to rebuild the collection in Hangzhou, this version of the 
Chongwen zongmu without the descriptive notes was promulgated all around 
the empire to facilitate the search for books, together with the Tang yiwen 
zhi and the Bishu sheng xubian tao siku que shumu 袐書省續編到四庫闕

書目 (Catalogue of Missing Books of the Four Repositories Compiled as a 
[Continuation of the Chongwen zongmu] by the Imperial Library), a catalogue 
of missing books issued in 1145.16 Qian Daxin thus concludes this to be the 
reason why Southern Song private collectors were in possession of the short 
version of the Chongwen zongmu and not its original version.17 
 Because the only edition of the catalogue circulating outside the court was 
the search list, Zheng Qiao most likely saw the fuller version of the Chongwen 
zongmu after he obtained a post as compiler in the Bureau of Military Affairs. 
In the last sections of the Jiaochou lüe, he actually criticizes what he believes 
to be vague and unnecessary descriptions in the Chongwen zongmu, yet there 
is no evidence in the text that Zheng Qiao was against descriptive notes as a 
whole.18

 At the time of the publication of the search lists, Zheng was personally com-
mitted to bibliographical studies, with a particular attention to the problematic 
issue of the retrieval of lost books. As he emphasizes in the letters, he had 
committed his life to this task and had accumulated great expertise during his 
various travels. He had collected his own notes on quite a few works on the 
subject, and by the end of the Shaoxing era Zheng had written the Qunshu 
huiji, the Jiaochou beilun, the Shumu zhenghua 書目正訛 (On Correcting 
Errors in Catalogues), the Tushu zhi 圖書志 (Treatise on Maps and Tables), 
and the Tushupi youwu ji 圖書譜有無記 (Notes on the Preservation of Maps, 
Books and Tables). But most importantly, he redacted the Qiushu que ji, the 

 16. On this catalogue see Piet Van der Loon, Taoist Books in the Libraries of the Sung Period, 
12–15.
 17. Yong Rong, Siku quanshu zongmu tiyao, 1775–1776; Yu Jiaxi, Siku tiyao bianzheng, 
486–487; Qian Yaxin, Zheng Qiao Jiaochou lüe yanjiu, 3–4.1
 18. Zheng Qiao, Tongzhi, 71: 834–835.
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Qiushu wai ji 求書外記 (Outer Record of Missing Books), and the Wang 
shu beizai 亡書備載 (Record of Lost Books) on the basis of the search lists.19 
 The advocacy of Zheng Qiao for librarianship, as stated in the general 
preface of the Tongzhi, grew from the concern for the lack of rules in the 
preservation and circulation of books rather than for the book sources of 
library collections and the problems of collation.20 This aspect becomes more 
evident when perusing the Jiaochou lüe, as the whole work is conceived 
as a vade mecum for scholars engaged in the administration of the library 
collections and the acquisition of lost items, yet it is far from exhaustive 
on the various aspects of bibliography. The title Jiaochou lüe can thus be 
misleading. The process of jiaochou has been described since Han times in 
terms of “regulating texts” (zhi shu 治書), a broad definition that includes 
the whole process from the collection of the different editions available and 
the classification of the more reliable ones to collation and cataloguing. A 
first definition of jiaochou can be found in Liu Xiang 劉向 ’s Bielu 別錄 
(Individuated List), where Liu uses the term choujiao 讎校 and roughly 
explains it as the work of collation (jiao 校) undertaken by two scholars 
(chou 讎) at the same time on the basis of the comparison of two or more 
editions and completed by discussing the results. The Shuowen jiezi 說文

解字 (Explaining Simple and Analyzing Compound Characters) glosses 
chou as ying 譍 (a term that could be translated as “to provide a solution”) 
or bian 辯 (to discuss).21

 The idea of collation provided by the Jiaochou lüe is limited to the improve-

 19. Zheng Qiao, Jiaji yigao, 2:11–12.
 20. Zhang Xu 張須, Tongzhi zongxu jian 通志總序箋 (Annotations on the Preface of the 
Comprehesive Treatise) (Shanghai: Shangwu yinshu guan, 1934): 52.
 21. Xu Shen 許慎, Duan Yucai 段玉裁 (annotated by), Shouwen jiezi zhu 說文解字注 
(Commentary to the Explaining Simple and Analyzing Coumpound Characters) (Hangzhou: 
Zhejiang guji chubanshe, 1998), 90. In his Shulin qinghua 書林清話 (Pure Talk on Books), Ye 
Dehui 葉德輝 (1864–1927) makes a clear distinction between mulu xue 目錄學 and banben 
xue 版本學 : he defines as ‘study of editions’ (banben xue) the work of copying manuscripts in 
order to preserve them undertaken by private collectors, while the work of textual criticism 
and collation undertaken by state agencies, from the Chongwen zongmu to the Siku quanshu 
zongmu tiyao四庫總目提要 (Comprehensive Annotated Catalogue of the Complete Collection 
of the Four Repositories), is defined as ‘bibliographical study’ (mulu xue). The third discipline 
on which both the study of editions and the bibliographical studies are based on is the work of 
comparing and collating, thus the field of ‘textual criticism’ (校勘學 jiaokan xue). Ye Dehui 葉
德煇 (1864–1927), Shulin qinghua 書林清話 (Pure Talks on Books) (Beijing: Guojia tushuguan 
chubanshe, 2009): 36.
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ment of the strategies developed by the court for the retrieval of lost books 
and to the development of proper classification for preventing the losses 
rather than focused on textual studies. The monograph embodies twenty-one 
topical sections: The first twelve sections deal with the problematic acquisi-
tion, preservation, and gathering of books, whereas the last sections focus on 
the issue of subject classification. These last sections are probably the most 
known part of the monograph and are tightly connected to the bibliographical 
monograph Yiwen lüe. The setting of the discussion is not systematic; instead, 
the monograph analyzes single mistakes in library cataloguing made by bibli-
ographers in the past, with a particular focus on Ban Gu 班固 ’s (32–92) Yiwen 
zhi 藝文志 (Treatise on Literature).22 Zheng Qiao provides an alternative 
to the traditional four sectional divisions. His system is structured according 
to the exegetical development of one textual tradition through the different 
traditions of commentaries in a chronological order. Feeling the need for 
further differentiating the tradition of learning and writing by proper classifi-
cation, he created twelve categories, with each category divided into several 
subcategories.23 The reasoning behind the subdivision seems quite rational. 
The short descriptive notes provided after certain titles were probably meant 
to facilitate the search for lost books.24

 22. His attitude to Ban Gu is well-known from the preface of the Tongzhi, in which he con-
demned the Han historian as the principal initiator of the tradition of limiting official histories 
to a single dynasty. See Zhang Xu 張須, Tongzhi zongxu jian 通志總序箋 (Explanations of the 
General Introduction of the Comprehensive Treatise) (Shanghai: Shangwu yinshu guan, 1934): 
10. 
 23. For instance, in the case of the section of the Classics, Zheng Qiao did not include among 
the Classics the books on Rituals, Music and Philology, and instead he created three separated 
categories for these subjects. The Classics section is divided into eight subcategories: Book of 
Changes (Yi 易), Documents (Shu 書), Poetry (Shi 詩), Annals of Spring and Autumn (Chunqiu 
春秋), Discourses of the States (Guoyu 國語), Classics on Filial Piety (Xiaojing 孝經), Analects 
(Lunyu 論語), Erya 爾雅 , Commentaries on Classics (jingjie 經解). Each section is further split 
into more than ten subsections. In the case of the Book of Changes these are sixteen: Ancient 
Book of Changes (guyi 古易), Stone Inscriptions (shijing 石經), Commentaries by Chapters 
and Sentences (zhangju 章句), Exegetical Commentaries (zhuan 傳), Annotations (zhu 注), 
Collections of Annotations (jizhu 集注), Sub-commentaries (yishu 義疏) Explanations (lunshuo 
論說), Examples by Categories (leili 類例), Tables (pu 譜), Textual Evidential Examination 
(kaozheng 考證), Numerology (shu 數), Diagrams (tu 圖), [Correspondence with] Tones (yin
音), Apocrypha (zhenwei 讖緯), Imitations of the Book of Changes (niyi 擬易). Tongzhi 71: 1.
 24. Tongzhi, 71: 1.
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Strategies for the Retrieval of Lost Items

In a letter addressed to the emperor in 1149, Zheng Qiao reports the following:

Your subject has observed how, after the excesses of the war, very few cultural 
relics have survived. If Your Majesty puts in high regard the teachings of the 
sages, is devoted to intellectual refinement and promotes learned scholars for 
the management of the Imperial Library holdings, then the collections inside 
and outside the court will be orderly arranged, canons and documents of the past 
generations could be clearly perused. Your subject observed how the Imperial 
Library year after year has been putting effort in retrieving lost items. Although 
Your humble subject lives among the populace, in this particular moment I 
wish to be of some help to the court. Your subject has been inquiring the issue 
of lost items now already for a few years. Some texts are lost and some are not, 
some are in the Imperial Library and some are scattered all around the empire; 
although Your subject has not personally seen each item, I know where to go in 
order to find them. I only regret that I don’t have the means to hand copy them; 
nevertheless, I learnt the content by memory. I carefully searched out all the lost 
items in the south eastern region, all the past and present genealogies, ancient 
bronze inscriptions, the stone tablets inscriptions from all over the empire, all 
kinds of incomplete and missing compilations have their own structure, from 
documents written in the great seal style to Buddhist texts, I systematized them 
and I compiled hundreds of scrolls. I have walked for two thousand li in order 
to come and pay respect to the court. My wish is to provide a small contribution 
that is like filling up Mount Song with fine dust, or a small stream in the great 
sea. In spite of my condition of extreme poverty, I did not waste a single moment. 
In windy early mornings as well as in snowy nights, I wrote without resting. In 
times when I did not have even the fire for cooking, I did not stop studying and 
recording, day after day, month after month.25

 Zheng Qiao was from Putian and lived in southern Fujian for most of his 
life. Thus, it is probable that the search for lost items he had been engaged 
in was limited to that region. In the letter, he informs the court that he has 
mapped the private holdings in the south eastern region and that he is able 
to provide information on where to find the lost items; since the early years of 
the Song dynasty, the court had relied on reports submitted by local officials 

 25. Jiaji yigao 2: 11. The last part of the letter is a long list of the works that Zheng Qiao is 
presenting to the court. Those concerning bibliographical practices have been mentioned before 
in this article (see pp.7–8).
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in order to locate the holdings.26 Once the private libraries were located, the 
owners were requested to provide the items to the court for copying, with 
private donors then receiving rewards for each item. Whereas in most cases 
there were no established criteria for rewards, a set of standards was set up 
by the court in 1146 and reviewed in the following years.27 Between 1145 and 
1148, the book-collecting campaign of the Imperial Library intensified under 
the political control of Qin Gui 秦檜 (1090–1155) and his family members. 
Whereas rewards of different kinds had been the main strategy of the Song 
court since the outset of the dynasty, the then director of the Imperial Library 
and son of Qin Gui obtained authority from Gaozong to penalize local officials 
and owners of private libraries who had not yet reported to the court about 
their library holdings. Officials at a local level were thus requested to report 
periodically to the Imperial Library on the progress of searches for missing 
items, and they were rewarded or penalized according to their achievements.28

 Although Zheng Qiao was not appointed as an official, he was probably well 
aware of the benefits he could gain from reporting to the court about the pri-
vate collections of his region. Because of his condition of poverty, Zheng Qiao 
lamented his impossibility of copying the missing items he found. Instead, he 
provided the court with information about where to search for the lost items. 
 Throughout the first part of the monograph, Zheng Qiao mentions cases of 
private holdings preserving books that had been long since missing from the 
Imperial Library, particularly the collections of the Tian 田 family from Jing-
zhou 荊州 (Hubei) and the Wu 吳 family from Zhangzhou 漳州 (Fujian).29 
 A Tianshi mulu 田氏目錄  (Catalogue of the Tian Family) had been 
redacted by Tian Hao 田鎬 at the end of the eleventh century on the basis 
of the holdings of his father, Tian Wei 田偉, an official in Jiangling 江陵 
(Jingzhou). The library holding counted more than thirty thousand scrolls of 
items and was called Bogu tang 博古堂 (Hall of Ancient Learning).30 There 

 26. Cheng Jiru, Lintai gushi , 39–40.
 27. De Weerdt, “The Discourse of Loss”, 408–09.
 28. De Weerdt, “The Discourse of Loss”, 411–12.
 29. Wang shu chu yu minjian lun yi pian 亡書出於民間論一篇  (Lost Books Can Be 
Found Among the People in the Empire: One Paragraph). On the Tian family holdings see Pan 
Meiyue 潘美月 , Songdai cangshu jia kao 宋代藏書家考 (Study on Song Private Collectors) 
(Taipei: xuehai chuban she, 1980): 101–102. Ye Changzhi 葉昌熾 (1847–1917), Cangshu jishi 
shi fu buzheng 藏書紀事詩附補正 (Biographical Poems on Book Collectors: Annotated and 
Corrected) (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1989): 17–18. 
 30. Fan Fengshu, Zhongguo sijia cangshu shi, (Zhengzhou: Daxiang chubanshe, 2001): 71, 
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are no records about the history of the library holdings after the Jin invasion 
of the 1120s, and it is plausible to think that by the 1130s and 1140s some of 
the items were dispersed among private collectors. Zheng Qiao reports to 
the court that he had seen some of the books of the Tian collection and had 
come to know about the Tianshi mulu from a source no better specified than 
Mr. Chen from Putian: 

A certain Mr. Chen, a fellow villager of mine, was appointed in Hubei as supervi-
sor. In his house there might be items from the Tian family collection. I know 
that he possesses the Tianshi mulu and he probably got it when he was in office. 
If one gets to know where the catalogue comes from, then it will probably be 
possible to retrieve some of the items [of the Tian family holding].31

 From this short quote, it seems evident that Zheng Qiao is reporting to 
the court very specific information about private owners from his region with 
whom he had a certain degree of acquaintance. The local officials’ control 
over the private holdings intensified and became even more systematic in the 
last years of the 1140s, when county and prefectural officials were requested to 
present periodical reports on the situation of the holdings in their territory. It is 
thus very plausible, as mentioned in the quote, that the local authorities pos-
sessed the bibliographical catalogues redacted by the collectors. Nonetheless, 
the list of items redacted by private owners could also present problems for 
the local administrators. In the case of the private holdings of the Wu family 
clan, more than one catalogue existed:

The family clan of Mr. Wu was very humble and he held a very low official 
position; therefore all his life was among books, until he got old he did not stop 
[collecting]. For this reason the books of his holdings are so many that even on 
Mount Penglai you would not find them. Yet a private collector as a rule keeps 
two different records of his holdings. The one that he shows to visitors is never the 
one that records rare books. How could he dare to give out what he treasures if 
the visitor is either a trusted acquaintance or in good relations with the family?32

97–98. On the library of the Tian family see also Piet van der Loon, Taoist Books in the Libraries 
of the Sung Period, 24.Tongzhi 71: 833; Chao Gongwu’s Junzhai dushu zhi mentions a Tianshi 
shumu 田氏書目  (the Qu and Yuan editions record a different number of juan). See Sun Meng 
(ed.), Junzhai dushu zhi jiaozheng 郡齋讀書志校證 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 
2006): 407–408.
 31. Tongzhi 71: 833.
 32. Tongzhi 71: 833.
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 The sources provide scant biographical information on the Wu family lin-
eage, but we know that Wu Bi 吳袐 (jinshi 1034) and Wu Yu 吳與 (1050–1125) 
were natives of Zhangpu 漳浦  (Minzhong 閩 , Fujian). The Zhangzhou 
Wushi shumu 漳州吳氏書目 (Catalogue of Books of the Wu Family from 
Zhangzhou) was probably redacted at the end of the eleventh century,33 but 
we do not have any information on the situation of the family holdings in the 
1130s and 1140s. Zheng Qiao quotes directly from the catalogue of the holdings 
of the Wu family, which he probably possessed and thus may have seen some 
of the items he mentions.34

  Zheng Qiao refers to the Tian family and the Wu family holdings as ex-
amples of a strategy suggested to the court for the retrieval of lost items, the 
private way (qiu zhi si 求之私). Private collectors were usually reluctant to 
give out their items, especially the most valuable ones, unless they were giv-
ing them to close acquaintances. Zheng Qiao thus seems to be suggesting 
that the court should entrust this responsibility to officials who have a certain 
degree of social relationship with the family to get the right information about 
holdings.35

 Private holdings in the southeast, and in particular in Fujian, had not been 
affected much by the Jin invasion in the 1120s, and the family collections had 

 33. In the thirteenth century part of the collection was acquired by Chen Zhensun. See Ye 
Changchi, Cangshu jishi shi fu buzheng, 35; Pan Meiyue, Songdai cangshu jia kao, 86 and 131–132. 
The fact that the Wu family used two different catalogues to redact and update would explain 
why the Zhizhai shulu jieti mentions a Wushi shumu in one juan, whereas other sources provide 
a different number of juan (Chen Zhensun, Zhizhai shulu jieti, 8:10).Fan Fengshu, Zhongguo 
sijia cangshu shi, 70.
 34. The Guwen Shangshu yin 古文尚書音 (Phonetics in the Old Text Documents), the 
Jing Fang Yi chao 京房易鈔 (Copy of Jing Fang Book of Changes), the Han guan dianyi 漢官

典義 (Canon on Han Officials), and the Ganshi xingjing 甘氏星經 (Classic on Starts by Mister 
Gan); Tongzhi 71: 833.
 35. Zheng Qiao lists eight means of retrieving lost items: the first one is finding books by their 
classification and contents; for instance, books on stars and calendars that were not collected 
in The Imperial libraries had be searched first in the repositories of the Imperial Observatory 
(lingtai lang 靈臺郎). The same is true for books on law, which had to be searched for at the 
repositories of the Minister of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices. If the small book collections 
located in various government offices did not provide the requested books, than they had to be 
searched for among the people in the specific environment where the possibility of finding them 
is higher. Another method suggested is collecting by place. Local records or books on regional 
affairs were to be found in the region or prefectural district to which they were linked. And lastly, 
by going borrowing and copying them from the local authorities and by borrowing and copying 
them from personal book collectors. (Tongzhi 71: 833–34).
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been kept complete. This is probably the case of the Fang 方 family collec-
tion, the Fuwen tang 富文堂 (Hall of Rich Literature) of Fang Jian 方漸 
(jinshi 1118) in Putian, a library holding with which Zheng Qiao was fairly 
acquainted and which he had surely visited. Fang Jian was part of a family with 
a long tradition of book collecting that dated back to the eleventh century. 
The Fuwen tang was, according to Zheng Qiao, particularly well furnished 
with collected works from the Tang period.36 Zheng Qiao also reports that he 
once asked Fang about the history of the holding:

I have often visited the library holdings of the Fang family, my fellow villagers; 
in the Hall of the Prestigious Jar [Mr. Fang] collects a great deal of books. When 
I asked him [about the history of the collection] he told me that his late father 
was a Daoist adept, and that during the days of the war he left his collection to 
a Daoist priest. I have not been able to peruse all his items. As for instance, the 
collections of Tang literature are the most exhaustive.37

 Zheng Qiao reports this information on the Fang family collection in the 
Shoushu zhi duo lun 收書之多論 (On Collecting Books) section, a very 
brief and fragmentary entry that was probably a short abridgment of a more 
extensive work. The practice of storing library holdings and writings in temples 
for safekeeping was widely spread among scholars, and the court was well 
aware of it.38 At the time when Zheng Qiao redacted the draft work of the 
monograph, the court had developed different strategies for the retrieval of 
lost items. Fang Jian was alive and active as a book collector during the 1140s, 
yet he probably was, like many other private collectors, reluctant to respond 
to the calls of the court for the retrieval of lost items. The Jiaochou lüe col-
lects specific information on the collections with which Zheng Qiao had a 
certain familiarity rather than suggestions of new strategies for the retrieval of 
lost items. It is thus possible to argue that the early version of the monograph 
was a more complete report on the private holdings in Fujian and that the 
division into topical sections was added at a second juncture. 
 Whereas the officials who were affiliated with the Imperial Library had 
expertise in collation studies and librarianship, it is probable that the local 
administrators in charge of keeping track of the private holdings among the 
scholars and the populace rarely had good knowledge in this field. The dis-

 36. Tongzhi 71: 832. Fan Fengshu, Zhongguo sijia cangshu shi, 108.
 37. Tongzhi 71: 832–33. 
 38. De Weerdt, “The Discourse of Loss”, 407–408.
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semination of detailed search lists was thus not enough. Zheng Qiao urged 
the court to instruct the local governors to delegate to officials acquainted with 
the work of collation. Moreover, he maintained that the position of expert in 
collation studies should be permanent and not just for the occasional collec-
tion campaigns.39 
 The idea that the officials responsible for the retrieval of lost items had 
to possess some knowledge in the work of collation is strengthened by the 
fact that items were often missing from the search lists but had not perished. 
Zheng Qiao believed that books had not been easily lost in the past because 
bibliographers would keep track of missing items,40 whereas after the Tang pe-
riod, books succumbed to the onslaughts of time because in the records of the 
imperial libraries those books that were missing were omitted. From the Han 
dynasty onward, Wang Jian 王儉 (452–489) in his Qizhi 七志 (Seven Treatises) 
recorded in one section the items registered in previous catalogues (Liu Xin’s 
catalogue and the bibliographical catalogue included in the Hanshu); Ruan 
Xiaoxu 阮孝緒 (479–536) in his Qilu 七錄 (Seven Registers) followed his 
example. The Sui bibliographers registered those books that had been lost 
during the Liang 梁 period (502–557). During the Wei 魏 dynasty (386–550) 
lists of missing books (Que mulu 闕目錄) were compiled, and during the 
Tang dynasty a Soufang tushu mu 搜訪圖書目 (Catalogue for the Gathering 
of Books) was redacted.41 Zheng criticized the fact that from the Tang dynasty 
onward bibliographers did not record lost items in their catalogues. 

 39. Tongzhi 71: 833.
 40. In Bianci bi ji wangshu lun san pian 編次必記亡書論三篇 (On the Necessity of Record-
ing Lost Books When Writing a Catalogue: Three Paragraphs), Bianci shi shu lun wu pian 編次

失書論五篇  (On Loosing Books When Cataloguing: Five Paragraphs) and Jian ming bu jian 
shu lun er pian 見名不見書論二篇 (On Cataloguing According to the Title and not Accord-
ing to the Book Content), Zheng emphasizes on the importance of the compilation of search 
lists, while in the sections Que shu bei yu hou shi lun yi pian 闕書備於後世論一篇 and Wang 
shu chu yu houshi lun 亡書出於後世論一篇 (On the Retrieval of Lost Books in the Following 
Generation: One Chapter) he provides a couple of examples of books that were apparently lost 
after the Han period and were afterwards recorded in the Sui bibliographical monograph.
 41. The term soufang means ‘to search and investigate’ and it is used in the sources to 
indicate the gathering of books from the empire for the imperial libraries. The works gathered 
were stored in a special depository, prepared for use and placed in one of the collections. These 
works included perhaps duplicate and extraneous works. See John H. Winkelman, “The Impe-
rial Library in Southern Sung China 1127–1279. A Study of the Organization and Operation of 
the Scholarly Agencies of the Central Government”, Transaction of the American Philosophic 
Society Bd. 64 (1974): 35. 
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 Zheng Qiao presents a list of titles missing from the Chongwen zongmu, 
and the case of the Xu Tangli 續唐曆 (Continuation of the Chronicle of the 
Tang) sets a good example for us to understand the scope of his inquiry.42

 The great many titles recorded in the Tang bibliographical catalogues 
present evidence of the flourishing of chronicles and annalistic writing in 
the seventh and eighth centuries. Most of these works became lost in the 
Song period, and the Chongwen zongmu records only thirty-six titles redacted 
between the fourth and the early eleventh centuries. Some of these texts met 
with the early Song censorship of Taizu, whereas others were structured in 
diagrams and purported to serve as digests or summaries for didactic purposes 
and thus did not need to be published and were soon lost. By the 1140s, private 
collectors who were engaged in the retrieval, collation, and publication of 
privately compiled histories renewed interest in the Tang chronicles. 
 The Xu Tangli is a chronicle of events from 778 to 820 redacted by Wei Ao 
韋澳 (jinshi 832) and others under the supervision of Cui Guicong 崔龜從 
(jinshi 817) as a continuation of the Tangli 唐曆 (Chronicle of the Tang) of 
Liu Fang 柳芳 (jinshi ca. 741), a chronological account of the events from 
617 to 778. Whereas the Tangli was a privately redacted history, the Xu Tan-
gli was an imperially sanctioned project. Both works survived into the Song 
period, yet whereas the Tangli was highly appreciated by historians, the Xu 
Tangli was never particularly favored.43 In the 1070s, Sima Guang 司馬光 

 42. Shu you ming wang shi bu wang shi lun yi pian 書有名亡實不亡論一篇 (On the Cases 
of Lost Titles and Books Still Extant: One Paragraph). It is thus quite difficult to track the titles 
mentioned. For instance, Zheng Xuan 鄭玄 ’s (127–200) Sanli mulu 三禮目錄 (Index of the 
Three Rites) according to Zheng can be found in the San li 三禮 (Three Rites). It is not clear 
here whether he refers to a category or a specific book name. There is no mention of it in the 
Song and later bibliographic catalogues. In the bibliographical monograph of the Suishu and Jiu 
Tang shu it is recorded a Sanli mulu in one juan. Zheng mentions it in his bibliography under 
the category wennan 問難 (likely a section reserved to missing books). Another case is the Han 
Wei Wu guchui qu 漢魏吳鼓吹曲 (Songs Accompanied by Drums and Wind Instruments From 
the Han, Wei and Wu), mentioned by the Sui and Tang catalogues in four juan and apparently 
collected after the Tang period in the Yuefu 樂府 (Office of Music). Furthermore, Zheng men-
tions a collection of xiaoshuo 小說 from the Tang period collected by Wang Dangtang 王讜唐 
in the Yulin 語林 (Forest of Words) and recorded by the Song bibliographical monograph in 
eleven juan (Tongzhi, 71: 832).
 43. Chao Gongwu, Junzhai dushu zhi jiaozheng 5: 199. On Liu Fang’s Tangli and the Xu 
Tangli see Twitchett, The Writing of Official History Under the Tang, 58–61; see also Pulleyblank, 
“Pulleyblank, E.G. “The Tzyjyh Tongjiann Kaoyih and the Sources for the History of the Period 
730–763.” BSOAS 13 (1950): 459–60.
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(1019–1086) in his Zizhi tongjian kaoyi 資治通鑑考異 (Critical Commentary 
to the Guide for Aid in Governance) never quotes from the text, whereas Liu 
Fang’s Tangli appears in more than one hundred entries.44 Moreover, Sima 
Guang’s peer and collaborator, Liu Shu 劉恕 (1032–1078), lamented that 
the extant editions of the Tangli presented discrepancies in the number of 
chapters and in content, and this was, according to the historian, because Liu 
Fang disseminated an incomplete draft form of his book.45 According to Li 
Tao 李燾 (1115–1184), the original edition of the Tangli closed with the year 
783 and was probably wrongly copied by later editors. Not only did Liu Shu 
possessed an incomplete edition of the chronicle, but the text was probably 
already partially missing when the Xu Tangli was redacted in the second half 
of the eighth century, which would explain why the authors open the record 
with the year 778.46 
 The Xu Tangli is missing from the Chongwen zongmu, whereas in the two 
bibliographical catalogues of the old and new standard history of the Tang it 
is recorded with discrepancies in the number of chapters.47 Zheng Qiao says 
that the title is missing but the text is not lost, and he probably refers to the fact 
that the version of the Chongwen zongmu used as a search list does not record 
it. The twelfth-century bibliographical catalogue of Chao Gongwu also does 
not record it. It might thus be that in the 1130s and 1140s the text was missing 
from the imperial libraries but also not available among the private collec-
tors. Although the item is missing from the search list, information about the 
content of the book (a continuation of the Tangli) should enable the officials 
responsible for the retrieval to keep track of it. The urgency of Zheng Qiao 
in pointing out this problem might reflect the method adopted for the search, 
which was probably limited to those items recorded in the official search lists.

 44. Twitchett reports a quote in an entry for 814 under the title Tangli (Twitchett, The Writ-
ing of Official History Under the Tang, 61), yet the text reports a Tangji 唐紀, that sometimes is 
referred as Xueshi Tangji 薛史唐紀 and it refers to the basic annals of Later Tang (Zizhi tongjian 
839: 7705).
 45. Sima Guang ji, 1353.
 46. Wenxian tongkao 193: 1631.
 47. The biography of Cui Guicong in the JTS refers to a Xu Tangli in thirty juan presented 
to the throne in 851 (176: 9713), while the catalogue of the XTS records a text in twenty-two juan 
(XTS 58: 5518).
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Concluding Remarks

The Jiaochou lüe is undoubtedly a difficult work for several reasons. In spite of 
the title, it presents substantial barriers to covering the discipline of jiaochou. 
It was probably a very deliberate choice by the author to focus only on the 
retrieval of missing books and on library cataloguing in an attempt to show 
his expertise to the court. The edition of the monograph transmitted to us is 
thus probably a condensed abridgment of a more extensive complete work, 
probably the Jiaochou beilun. Consequently, it is often difficult to understand 
the aim of the author from the random and brief notes that comprise the 
entries, and I have argued that the different sections of the work originally 
served different purposes. Two separate parts can be distinguished: The first 
one focuses on the strategies for the retrieval of lost items, and the second one 
deals with subject classification and the organization of knowledge. I showed 
how the first part is a collection of pieces of information on local holdings of 
family clans with whom Zheng Qiao had a certain degree of acquaintance. 
The reports provided to the court fitted the several methods for the search 
of lost items developed by the Imperial Library, in which local officials were 
requested to keep track of the local library holdings. In the case of Zheng 
Qiao, he was not appointed as an official, and he probably aspired to gain 
some rewards from the court. Zheng Qiao thus reports to the court pieces of 
information on private holdings and does not provide any innovative strategy 
for their retrieval. Some of the tips supplied seem to be directed to the local 
officials, who did not have expertise in the work of collation, rather than to 
the officials affiliated with the Imperial Library.
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